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QUESTION 1

You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2005 computer named SQL1. SQL1 contains two user databases. SQL1 also
contains the publisher database for a transactional replication publication. Every night, a full backup is made of all
databases. Transaction log backups are made twice each day for both user databases. SQL1 is configured to use SQL
Server and Windows authentication. Client applications connect by using SQL Server login accounts. The disk
subsystem on SQL1 experiences a complete failure. You replace the failed hardware, reinstall Microsoft Windows
Server 2003, and reinstall SQL Server 2005. You need to ensure that SQL1 is operating normally as quickly as possible
and with a minimum loss of data. Your solution must make the user databases available to client applications as soon
as those databases are restored. 

What should you do first? 

A. Restore all of the system databases. 

B. Restore the two user databases only. 

C. Restore the publisher database only. 

D. Re-create the transactional replication publication. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a database administrator for your company. You are responsible for 20 SQL Server 2005 computers. These
computers are monitored by other administrators who are required to ensure that query response times meet company
service level agreements (SLAs). You need to provide these administrators with a consistent way of monitoring query
response times on the servers. 

What should you do? 

A. Create an XML document that contains the event and column names of the query response times that must be
captured in SQL Server Profiler. Distribute the XML file to the database administrators. 

B. Write a query that queries the sys.dm_db_partition_stats dynamic management view (DMV). Distribute this query to
the administrators. 

C. Create SQL Server Profiler templates that include query start times and end times. Distribute these templates to the
database administrators. 

D. Instruct the administrators to use System Monitor to monitor cache hit ratio statistics. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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You are creating a management plan for the proseware_biz database. You need to specify the action that must be
taken before manually inserting data through a bulk load process. Your plan must fulfill the availability and recoverability
business requirements, and it also must require minimal administrative effort. 

Which action should you specify? 

A. Create a full backup. 

B. Create a differential backup. 

C. Configure replication. 

D. Create a database snapshot. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a database administrator for your company. The company uses a SQL Server 2005 computer that runs
Reporting Services. The server runs reports that include only data from the previous days sales. You discover that an
OLTP database application runs slowly when reports are run during business hours and that reports sometimes time
out. You need to correct the problem and prevent it from recurring. 

What should you do? 

A. Configure the reports to run under the Snapshot isolation level. 

B. Store the report definitions on a separate server. 

C. Increase the size of the ReportServerTempDB database. 

D. Configure the reports to use report snapshots. Schedule the report snapshots to run after business hours. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are the administrator of a SQL Server 2005 computer named SQL1. Backups of all system databases are
performed on Saturday nights. Backups of all user databases are performed on Sunday nights. All backups are stored in
an off-site facility. SQL1 unexpectedly turns off due to a power outage. When SQL1 is brought back online, the SQL
Server service fails to start. You view the SQL Server error log as shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) You
need to return SQL1 to working order as quickly as possible. 

What should you do first? 
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A. Insert the SQL Server 2005 installation CD and run the setup utility to reinstall the default instance. 

B. Restore all of the user databases from backup. 

C. Restore all of the system databases. 

D. Run Setup.exe from a command line and specify a rebuild of the master database. 

Correct Answer: D 
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